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How to Become 
a Maturita

Super-Speaker



Great Public Speakers in History

B: "And so even though we face the difficulties of 
today and tomorrow, I still have a dream."

C: "The hour of departure has arrived, 
and we go our ways — I to die, and you 
to live. Which is better God only knows."

A: "In the past decade, we have given power back to the 
people on an unprecedented scale. We have given back control 
to people over their own lives and over their livelihood.

SOCRATES MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. MARGARET THATCHER



Super-Speaker

BORNBORN MADE

BORN

PRACTICE

MAKES

PERFECT



Which part of  Maturita exam is the most 
problematic for your students? 
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SUCCESS IN MATURITA SPEAKING EXAM

REQUIREMENTS

STRATEGIES

LEXICAL & GRAMMAR

BACKGROUND

COMMUNICATION &
PRESENTATION SKILLS ?

CONSTRUCT THE KNOWLEDGE ON A SOLID FOUNDATION

PRACTICE TO PERFECTION



LEXICAL & GRAMMAR BACKGROUND



LEXICAL & GRAMMAR BACKGROUND

Long term learning and building 

vocabulary

grammar
from 

sentence 
to

discussion



Vocabulary

Page 66

Vocabulary revision: house and furniture 
Type of activity: drill – completion 
(present perfect, prepositional phrases)

A typical Monday morning…

‘I’m in a hurry and I can’t find my car keys. 
I’ve searched nearly everywhere but 
I can’t find them..
Could you help me please?’

Have you looked … ?



Vocabulary activation: booking an accommodation for holiday, 
description of a room/hostel/hotel

Type of activity: project work - simulation of a real life situation



From sentence to discussion
Type of activity: building discussion (linking expressions, house and accommodation)

Topic: Living in a house is more comfortable than in a flat.

Instructions: 

1. Write three sentences in favour of the topic and three against.

2. Read out your sentences to someone from other group. 

3. Your classmate has to either agree or disagree with you using the expressions below.



From sentence to discussion

Topics: 

We are slaves of fashion brands. 

Self-driving cars are definitely save. 

E-books will soon replace the paper ones.

Agreement:
Absolutely/Of course/Right.
I couldn’t agree more.
I do agree that….
I’m of a similar opinion.
Good Idea. 
….. 

Disagreement:
I see what you mean, but…
I see your point, but… 
I’m afraid I don’t agree at all.
I’m not convinced (about it).
I’m of a totally different opinion.
…

Instructions: 
1. Write/prepare three sentences in favour of 

the topic and three against.
2. Read out your sentences to someone from 

other group. 
3. Your colleague has to either agree or disagree

with you using the expressions below.



PRACTICE TO PERFECTION

PART FOUR
Simulated Situation



Grammar

✓Show students how a given grammar structure could be used to complete various
types of speaking exam tasks.



Type of activity: quidded 
communication game ‘Cardversations’

Instructions: 

1. Choose one Maturita topic. 

2. Prepare vocabulary and expressions 
concerning the topic. 

3. Take turns in discussion using the 
following expressions randomly. 

4. Start discussion with the ‘opening 
card’ by saying , The first thing is 
that… completing the sentence 
appropriately. 

5. Each card can be played only once. 

6. End the discussion with the ‘closing 
card’.





In this task you are going to speak about your

last visit to the doctor. Before the presentation,

write your answer using indirect speech as much

as possible.

PART THREE
Topic Presentation and Discussion 







PRACTICE TO PERFECTION

PART TWO
Photo Description

2A
2B



REQUIREMENTS AND STRATEGIES



PART TASK Knowledge/competence Timing

INTRODUCTION Introduce oneself 0,5 min.

ONE

TWO 1,2,3

THREE 1,2

FOUR

Structure of  Speaking Exam

Assessment requirements:
? %

of total 39 points to pass: minimum 18 points

Assessment criteria:
I. Instruction / content and presentation

II. Lexical competence

III. Grammar competence and linking expressions

IV. Phonetic competence

General conversation

Photo description

Topic presentation and 
discussion

Simulated situation 

44 %

2,5 min.

4 min.

5 min.

3 min.



Learn the 
exact structure 

Study both 
roles: 

candidate and 
examiner

Simulate the 
exam

Assess the 
performance 
concerning all 
requirements

Give feedback 
and tips for 

improvement     

Record your performance

Peer-assessment Self-assessment 

Concentrate only on one requirement

Suggest improvement

Perform the same task again

Critical thinking Set a goal 

Autonomy 

Responsibility 



PRACTICE TO PERFECTION

Interlocutor's Task Sheet 
PART ONE  

General conversation

Was it useful? 

Page 45



PRACTICE TO PERFECTION

A bad model response A good model response

PART TWO
PART TWO Photo Description



Speaking Exam Strategies Portfolio

✓Listen carefully to the questions.

✓If you don’t understand the question, ask the examiner to repeat it.

✓Speak clearly and slower than you normally do.

✓Answer in full sentences.



✓Take a few seconds to think before you answer.

✓While thinking about what to say, use little expressions:

‘Er’, ‘Actually’ or ‘Well’ and phrases:



✓ Practise answering simple questions about yourself:



✓Warm-up activity:



✓Learn vocabulary for common topics and sort it according to topics: school,
family, free time, daily routines and future plans…

Clothes and Accessories



✓Learn model phrases to describe and compare pictures.



✓Prepare your presentation carefully and mind three basic parts: introduction –
body – conclusion.

✓Learn general phrases to present the plan of your presentation:



✓While discussing and searching for agreement mention both advantages/disadvantages 
of the suggestion.  

✓Learn model phrases for discussing.



COMMUNICATION & PRESENTATION

SKILLS



Four Communication Skills

Listening

Thinking 

Speaking

Non 
verbal

35%

VERBAL

65%

NONVERBAL
Facial 

Expressions

Tone of Voice

Movement

Appearance

Eye Contact

Gestures

Posture



Presentation Skills

Planning Delivering



Naica

Giant Crystal Cave



5

6

7



PRACTICE TO PERFECTION

PART THREE
Topic Presentation 
Culture of the CR



TO SUM UP…

REQUIREMENTS

STRATEGIES
MOTIVATION

44%

From 
sentence 

to …

4
Com. 
Skills

?

LEXICAL & GRAMMAR

BACKGROUND

COMMUNICATION & 
PRESENTATION SKILLS



Motivation



Tips and tricks

✓pass the Maturita exam 

✓be able to communicate while travelling

✓get better job opportunities

✓study abroad 

✓pass international exams 
e.g. Cambridge Preliminary, First, Advanced…  

✓interdisciplinary approach (CLIL)

✓ your tips and tricks…



Enjoy shaping Super-Speakers.

metodik@venturesbooks.com

+420 725 578 551

Danka Sekerková

www.venturesbooks.cz


